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Abstract
This paper aims at contributing to new insights and ideas in the area of Supply Chain Management.
Revisiting some theories and areas of knowledge is critical to generate different perspectives and ways of
understanding supply chains. Accordingly, this paper reopens some areas of knowledge that have fed and are
continuing to feed the area of SCM (Supply Chain Management) with new ideas and thoughts, in both theoretical
and practical terms.
SCM approaches and practices are cross functional, organizational and inter-organizational centred areas of
knowledge and, for these reasons, the authors have also made an effort to dedicate some parts of the paper to discuss
and register some competitive advantages arising essentially from a pre-paradigmatic body of knowledge like SCM.
Keywords: supply chain management, competitive advantages, supply chain management strategic capacity
1. Introduction
The organization is a project with as many years as the humanity. It has gone through different forms and suffered
several influences but no one can deny its importance to value creation and societies’ health and development.
Different streams of research of several areas of knowledge aim to observe and foresee the future of the organization in
numerous dimensions and ways of thinking. The Supply Chain Management (SCM) area, its researchers and
professionals should joint their efforts with the ones of other areas of knowledge as they have, at least, the intellectual
obligation of participating in a permanent project that includes building and accompanying the outputs of this
influence-construction-formation of the SCM body of knowledge. This paper is inserted in this intellectual effort of
contributing to discuss and add other perspectives and understandings of the SCM area.
The methodology developed is totally interpretative. Interpretative and qualitative because authors aim to shake the
minds (and “bodies”) of other academics and professionals, within and outside the supply chain areas of knowledge.
According to the authors perspective the need for shaking heads comes, more and more, from the (somehow) closed
perspective of supply chain management/network management in the last years: frequently tangible, related with
goods and having a goods dominant logic, being also static and locked when it is important to bring and incorporate
new bodies of knowledge. However, authors firmly believe that supply chain management is an open area, vibrating in
creating and incorporating knowledge and enlarging its frontiers. For example, it is very important to extend the area to
workflow’ supply chains and clients’ supply chains. Workflow’ and clients’ supply chains because authors applied the
reasoning, principles and ideas of logistics and supply chain management to courts of law (time, cost and quality of
service), to consultants (work in, work out, eventually implementation), to fast food chains (clients in, meals, clients
out), to retail banks (clients in, service, clients out) and to hospitals (patients in, attendance, patients out).
Being this context very rich and broad, the authors’ minds converged their thoughts to the design of two main rows,
aiming to focus their ideas and the paper focus: i) one that establishes the relations between other areas of knowledge
and the body knowledge of SCM, searching mutual enrichment and the liaisons that the authors believe that should be
considered when revisiting and foreseeing the SCM development; ii) another one that, with this body of knowledge
and its influences, leads to the Supply Chain Management potential construction of competitive advantages, by
organization or when inserting an organization in a supply or network chain of organizations.
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The propositions should be, theoretically, sustained by what authors considered to be their own ethos when regarding
SCM, i.e., has it was stated, authors belong to a university/community with some tradition in the professional SCM
world, are used to develop large scale consultancy projects in the area and to contribute to the scientific community.
Obviously, a paper like this, with a proper nature, is very idiosyncratic and to some scale culturally, economically and
politically dependent of geography and a way of doing and thinking SCM. Such concerns appear not as a strict way of
justifying propositions but, instead, as a way of presenting to readers the importance authors are giving them when
considering their own context, past, present and foreseen future:
Proposition 1 – The approaches visited, based in a SCM logic, suffer from a decisive influence of other areas of
knowledge, not always considered in literature but that may justify it: the military area, the biological area, the
economic area, the systems approach area, the psycho-sociological area, the quantitative methods area, the
communication area, the creativity and the complexity thought areas and the strategic area.
Proposition 2 – The interconnection between different areas of knowledge that benefit and give origin to SCM should,
on the one hand, contribute to the sustainability of this area (SCM) and, on the other hand, feed the continuous need of
maintaining alive the SCM strategic capacity of the organization (meaning by strategic capacity what the strategic
community understands by the ability to generate competitive advantages, both based on resources and/or
competences; SCM strategic capacity meaning that SCM is able to generate its own strategic competitive advantages).
Only with the creation of a proper and stable SCM body of knowledge one can foresee important and intrinsic
competitive advantages emerging from this area and, thus, the future of the SCM logic and concept.
The development of these propositions using a conceptual, though and ethos centric and, in parallel, literature based
approach will lead to a framework of thought aiming to contribute to the project of analyzing and foreseeing the future
role of the organization. It is then considered that the future of the organization is critical to the future of the SCM
concept, logic and knowledge. Thus, without a proper context in terms of organizational knowledge, way of
construction and perspectives it is difficult to foresee the future of SCM for itself.
The topics suggested below are intended to contribute to the interpretation and dissect of the propositions and give
birth to what are some of the authors’ strong believes and corresponding contributions to the SCM development.
2. Exploring Proposition 1 (on the areas that feed SCM perspective)
The military area of knowledge brings with it thoughts in such dimensions as the critical components of cost and
information in war and, additionally, the proper moment, the means (quantity and adequacy) in order to develop war
(Sun Tzu, 1972) (Clausewitz, 1832). Relationships between the military knowledge and the knowledge developed by
SCM approaches, particularly at the original level of the seven Rs (the right product, to the right client, in the right
quantity, in the right condition, at the right place, at the right time and at the right cost) subjacent to the first steps of
Logistics knowledge, should be made more evident.
Thus, history and facts have remarkably evidenced, not always explicitly but enough times, that military Logistics
combines variables that, later on, have been used to the development of business Logistics, namely the seven Rs
approach. Why not proposing, having those origins in mind, an approach that may combine and add both the military
and the business dimensions, presenting (and recognizing) that approach more as a desirable state than a possible or an
achievable result? SCM is, realistically, the happiest aggregation of a series of variables and dimensions which, even if
they appear sometimes as being opposite, make an effort to be aligned with the ‘rights’ purposes (7 Rs) and envisaging
time and cost reduction and quality of service enlargement.
From the 7 Rs proposal one may think that SCM should represent, always, a high service proposal simultaneously
combined with a minimum cost. Observing this eventual proposal and the correspondent paradox (high service and low
cost) one may be tempted to say that no company is able to achieve that position as an optimum and, quite sure, not for
itself alone. Seen as a position, an absolute optimum, it is, in fact, impossible to sustain. Nevertheless, companies make
their own balances between cost and service having trade-off management as the weapon to achieve well-adjusted
cost-service positions and, then, properly answering their markets’ needs.
The same problem occurs in wars. It is not possible to win all battles and all wars without losses and side or collateral
effects. There are always tradeoffs and eventually balanced positions. Alone, for a country, a state or an army, it is also
more difficult when trying to sustain a victory or managing all variables in an after war condition.
All added, organizations should try to, recurring to trade-off management, propose the better equilibrium between
service and cost and, continuously, be open minded to new paradigms and frontiers, namely those that may be
established throughout some degrees of collaboration, such as the ones proposed by Supply Chain Management, and
not only instigating isolation and rivalry between then. This depends, of course, from market structures and from the
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positions organizations have in their own markets. Dimension and negotiation power will play a central role in
collaboration achievements.
The area of the biological knowledge carries thoughts in such dimensions as the adaptability of species, thus
organizations as different types of species, and also on the availability of resources in order to provide the survival of
such species.
The idea of anticipating the future reality and, in consequence, the way one should develop, leads to the designing
and/or purpose for foreseeing the evolution of species (Darwin, 1859), (Malthus, 1798), (Hannan & Freeman, 1977),
(Capra, 1983) and, in a more specific context, organizations; in consequence, it allows the search for planning and
development of SCM.
It is a fact that a biological approach, like the species evolution, is somehow reactive to the environment if one only
sees it from an historical perspective. However, each specie, even it is not in a formal or prescriptive/deliberate way,
rather emergent, is also doing efforts to overcome the environment and to prevent difficulties in future adaptations (one
would state, like Darwin (1859) that species are only reactive; but looking in another perspective, a set of responses, as
a body of reactivity, shouldn’t be considered, also, somehow a proactive approach? In organizations they sometimes
are; in this context, responses to specific circumstances, namely when species fell pain, trouble or are fighting for
surviving may be – wishful thinking (?) – seen as anticipating a dark future and, consequently, working to overcome
that future, surviving and somehow thriving; organizations certainly are).
All added, if one complements military Logistics dimensions with business variables, namely when viewed throughout
market eyes (seven Rs perspective, for instance), it is easy to foresee and conclude for the need of companies
adjustment and adaptation, the evolution of species, in order to achieve degrees of collaboration that may answer to the
necessary equilibrium between service at a minimal cost. Is this a frontier and works as a best case scenario? The only
possible answer seems to be yes but only when the economy is more centered in knowledge and innovation factors than
in power given by organizations’ dimension. The original question, behind this one, is if the world is following the path
of knowledge or if the world is also following the path of dimension, and consequently power, highly recommended
for the classical industrial economy we may still live in.
If one wants to go deeper in this situation and searches answers for “in which world are we living in?”, the power and
dimension one or the knowledge and relational centered one, may find some answers in a relatively new approach, in
historical terms, given by the topic of service dominant (S-D) logic, for instance. This logic has shown an incremental
relevance in the literature and is contributing substantially to the volatility of companies’ boundaries. In fact, it is very
important, at the moment, to understand how all this new movements of S-D logic are interrelated (Pilkington &
Liston-Heyes, 1999) and form the overall snapshot of what is actually a changing and evolving structure of
organizations and their reality. If organizations’ boundaries are coming less evident nowadays, if one sees other logics
arising that can contemplate deep interactions and dependencies between organizations, than one may think that the
knowledge and relational worlds are coming more relevant than the classical power by dimension world.
The Service-Dominant philosophic stance is based around some foundational premises (Vargo & Lusch, 2004; 2008a).
The first of these foundational premises specifies that service (rather than goods) is the fundamental basis of exchange
and all the providers are service providers (Vargo & Lusch, 2004, 2006, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c, 2011). Integral to Vargo
and Lusch (2004) S-D logic rationale is how “service” is defined as the application of competences (knowledge and
skills) for the benefit of another entity (or the entity itself). Hence, the focal point of S-D logic changes, in terms of its
resources, from operand to operant, showing that individuals exchange with the intent to acquire the benefits of applied
specialised operant resources and, as such, exchange service for service, where tangible goods are seen as the
distribution mechanism for service provision.
As it occurs in species, in biological terms, the survival and adaptability of species is mainly due to the collective
desire/necessity of a series of individual beings that belong to a particular specie. This desire/necessity may be viewed
in two perspectives: i) the perspective of species’ openness to other species characteristics, acquiring competences that
others already have or discovering and working new ones that may help them in building new capabilities (new
capabilities may induce, subsequently, the development of new resources) and/or, in a parallel line of thought, ii) the
perspective of a specie as an open system, adaptable to the circumstances of the surroundings. In either case the ones
who may claim for a better living, in a world with reduced boundaries and increased relationships, are the ones with
adaptable capabilities, hence the ones more opened to the external environment. This having in mind that there is, in
parallel with the reactivity of the adaptation of species, a substantial work of proactivity, with emergent characteristics
in a way to, even not consciousness, create better conditions for an organization to live and prepare the future.
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The economical area of knowledge carries the ideas of organizational arrangement (formation, development and
structure, for instance) and establishes liaisons to the SCM knowledge mainly throughout the classical “make or buy”
dilemma (Arrow, 1974), (Coase, 1937), (Penrose, 1959), (Williamson, 1985), (Simon, 1947), also explored in other
areas of knowledge.
Moreover, the question may be raised and maintained to a higher economical level, i.e., to what point of economic
benefit the classical organizations’ arrangements may explain higher degrees of success, with strong levels of
internalization, limited rationality and high heights of opportunism, namely when facing specificity of actives
(Transaction Cost Analysis)? Or, else, if this classical approach may be complemented, enriched or even substituted,
somehow, for a different organizational arrangement view, more based on networks, on reduced boundaries and on
stronger relationships as opposed to strong forces, individualism and power? As an example of a relatively new logic or
explanation of organizations one may see the ARA approach to networks – Actors, Relationships and Activities – as it
is proposed by the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group (www.impgroup.org), namely by Gadde and Håkansson
(2001) in its origins.
Additionally, one can also add here the S-D logic in order to reinforce the network theory, or a SCM theory with
companies as service providers and service being defined, as it was already mentioned, as the application of
competences (knowledge and skills) for the benefit of other entities (or the entity itself) – a SCM approach. In these
circumstances, the focal point of the S-D logic may add new perspectives to a chain (or even a network) construction
and management, i.e., in terms of its resources companies may migrate from the operand paradigm to the operant one,
providing services and having goods as a mechanism for service exchange, always within a chain or a network of
companies.
The systems thinking area of expertise brings on the logic of interdependent and dynamic knowledge in order to
provide the connection between product flows, the ups and downs of inventory levels, the out of stock problems and
the bullwhip effect in Supply Chains (Bertalanffy, 1968), (Boulding, 1956), (Forrester, 1958; 1961), (Sterman, 2000),
(Checkland, 1981), (Le Moigne, 1977).
Additionally, what should one say if with more collaborative (with fewer boundaries) organizations in a supply chain it
is expected to foresee higher levels of visibility, share of information and higher levels of service, within and between
companies, and fewer levels of stockouts, low inventory levels, improved planning activities (including collaborative
planning) and reduced bullwhip effects? What does this mean, also, in a S-D logic or within a paradigm approach that
substitutes the focus on goods and stocks by the focus on service and opened chains and networks? Or, additionally, in
a network environment with deep relationships for which actors and activities should be prepared? Systems thinking
will be very useful in completing all this intellectual construction and thoughts and seeing the parts of the system,
either being organizations, chains or networks, to achieve its teleological character: Value creation or co-creation with
the participation of all the organizations evolved and their clients, being individuals or organizations, also evolved in
this network or large service logic.
The psycho-sociological area of knowledge explores the organizational rationality (and irrationality) and its
evolution and tries to explain how culture, values, practices and major rules in organizations will influence the course
of action, and, consequently, the major or minor tendency to develop and give birth to SCM approaches (Weber, 1925),
(Habermas, 1981), (Crozier, 1963), (Crozier & Friedberg, 1977).
In fact, collaboration is a question of mindset, as it is searching for higher service levels (or service approaches) with
minimal costs: the boundary of sustainable, or somehow successful, organizations: service at a low cost chimera? It is
a mindset question, hence it can only be influenced by a proper culture, values and, again, collaborative practices and
appropriate relationships.
The quantitative methods area of knowledge fundamentally appeals to the game theory and, particularly, to the
collaborative or win:win games, essential when searching for internal integration between different silos or
vertical/functional areas, and external integration when thinking organizations under a SCM approach (Shubik, 1959),
(Morgenstern & von Neuman, 1944), (Nash, 1950). Again, why not to ask for this important quantitative knowledge if
and when applied to a logic of service between organizations and within a chain or a network of organizations?
Once more, SCM approach can pave the way to a new organizational paradigm, one that may be sustained by
collaborative dimensions instead of only rivalry and force and power dimensions. Porter’s (1980) five forces may be
complemented, for instance, for the value net approach due to Bradenburger and Nalebuff co-opetition approach
(1997).
The communication area of knowledge explores the way the organizational speech and the communication of the
organization and its practices will lead the markets and generally all the stakeholders, along with the media or other
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channels of
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emphasize the results ach
hieved by the Supply
S
Chain Management
M
eefforts (Mainguueneau, 1991). One may add to this
type of com
mmunication, conventionally
c
more related to
o marketing buut in a broader ssense, another oone that includdes also
the commu
unication betw
ween and with
hin organizatio
ons. Communiication has beeen largely ussed to explainn good
organizatio
ons results or even
e
drastic faiilures internallly, with other ccompanies andd with marketss. Communicattion, in
SCM practtices, influencees the perform
mance of the flo
ows, both infoormational and physical (inteegrated in the ooverall
service in an
a S-D logic), and
a the overalll performance of the chain orr network of orrganizations.
Consequen
ntly, communiccation and its efffects may be used
u
in a Supplly Chain Managgement effort iin order to clariify and
reduce “go
ossip” within an
nd between org
ganizations and
d, additionally,, to motivate aand adjust them
m to a consensuual and
additional focus
f
in final markets
m
service needs (at a minimal
m
cost). Communicatioon is, as the coommon sense ccan tell
everyone, critical
c
under the
t perspectivee of service, seervice betweenn companies annd within a peerspective of reeduced
boundariess and enriched environment of relationships.
The creativ
vity and comp
plexity though
ht areas are reeplacing the traaditional dichootomy of the “oor/or” thought by the
inclusive “and/and” thought. This last way
w of thinkin
ng, in parallel w
with controlledd and unstable conditions, orr chaos
conditions (frontier of maaximum creativity conditionss), may be ess ential for orgaanizations that search to foressee the
right produ
uct, at the rightt place, at the right
r
time and at the right quuantity, accomppanied by a loow cost approach, the
frontier wh
here sustainablee organizationss ought to be orr wish to be. Paaradoxically, thhis frontier is cchimerical but hhaving
the same effect
e
that the marshmallow on kids (kidss fight for it!) when conductting companiees: the more crreative
companies will find wayss to get closer to
t the frontier and
a to reach goood and sustainnable results.
This imposssible/paradoxiical frontier (seervice at a minimum cost) is, in fact, a dynaamic frontier thhat should not have a
formal end
d (a continuouss way that neveer ends). In this context, the aappropriate staate should be ggrounded in a ttype of
thought obttained with creeativity elemen
nts and, someho
ow, with a certtain degree of ccomplexity (Sttacey, 1991), (M
Morin,
1982). Afteer all, the purpo
ose is to obtain
n service “and”” low cost and not service “orr” low cost.
Hence, onee can see the incclusive way off thought, or thee “and/and” appproach, as the nneeded approacch in order to eexplore
the collabo
oration and creaation of networrks of organizaations and a Suupply Chain Maanagement perrspective.

Figure 1.
1 Supply chain
n management areas of influeence (Result froom Propositionn 1)
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Finally, and without exhausting all the possible influences and areas of knowledge that contribute to the SCM logic, the
strategic knowledge (Crespo de Carvalho & Cruz Filipe, 2010) that presents the holistic, global and also
pre-paradigmatic field of management (such as the SCM knowledge). One should try to look upon strategy as a holistic
and supra-functional knowledge in a way that enables the balance between the different classical legitimacies or
organizational paradigms, i.e., the shareholder legitimacy, the internal organization legitimacy and the market or
client/transactional legitimacy. Complementarily, the SCM area may assume the role of integration between those
different legitimacies or paradigms and its formal representations in organizations, bridging the gap between the
so-called vertical or functional silos (Khun, 1983), (Popper, 1989), (Porter, 1980; 1985), (Mintzberg, Ahlstrand &
Lampel, 1998) (Crespo de Carvalho, J., 2010).
Essentially, SCM should be seen as a strategic weapon when companies are trying to collaborate and overpass the old
competitive paradigms of isolation, power and forceful rivalry. Collaboration, once more, enables high service (and the
paradigm of service supported by an S-D logic or a network approach) with a low cost perspective equilibrium (Or
paradox? Or chimera?) under a trade-off management perspective. See the sum of influences explored in proposition 1
– Figure 1 – that may give the idea of an unending star/figure of influences, with no beginning and no end, but, instead,
presented as a way of foreseeing what appears to be, in the authors’ perspective, the complexity of the SCM
Construction and the several influences that contribute to this construction.
3. Exploring Proposition 2 (SCM as a competitive weapon)
SCM knowledge, although an emergent one and built around other areas of knowledge, should create its own
idiosyncrasies in order to be able, throughout them, to come to light as autonomous and capable to sustain competitive
advantages. The type of arguments that are presented in SCM knowledge are hereby presented and shortly explored so
that SCM knowledge appears as a creator and able to sustain competitive advantages for organizations (Mentzer, Min
& Bobbitt, 2004) (Bowersox & Daugherty, 1995). The authors considered that exploring proposition 2 should be
through small sub-propositions to cover the large one and to divide it buy subjects. Accordingly:
1) Intra-organizational collaboration/integration is vitally important to transform supply chains stakeholders
goals’ into competitive advantages;
The first step of everything in a world of relations and flows, in business as in life, begins within boundaries
and with the need to abolish them. In order to reduce these boundaries one should work with his/her own
self, where everything begins: self-awareness and self-management. The purpose is that each individual,
knowing better the self, can evaluate and reassess necessities and priorities in order to perform better in
terms of relationships. Additionally, one should be able to enrich his/her self and apply personal relational
managed characteristics to the milieu of the organization and throughout organizations in order to obtain
better overall performance, having always in mind proper idiosyncrasies, nature, personality and
contribution to collective cultures. SCM it is not different. The first steps to a SCM approach should begin
by destroying internal walls, vertical silos and to give birth to a horizontal and flat organization, focused and
driven by the market.
2) Inter-organizational collaboration/integration is a way to create joint competitive advantages to the
organizations participating in supply chains;
Once the internal steps have been taken, once the self is assessed and reassessed, known and properly
managed, as the inside walls of the company, the trip should start to overcome organizations borders and
look outside their boundaries, to their possible collaborative organizations (probably in a co-opetition
approach) in the network of supply chains. S-D logic and network approaches should provide here new ways
of thinking and analyzing reality and, in accordance, contributing to build an entire new world of
relationships and an open interconnected “ecosystem” of organizations: the way organizations should create
shared competitive advantages.
3) Effectiveness in supply chains may pave the way to provide availability/service, in a broader sense, or the
right product, at the right place, at the right time and at the right quantity, in a straight sense, at the lowest
cost, being, somehow, an approach to differentiation or, better, to obtain a joint world of low cost and
differentiation (sometimes being a blue ocean as is it called by Kim and Maubourgne, (2005)).
Doing the right things is the previous step in relation to doing the things right. Of course this statement could
generate lots of controversy because maybe no one knows which one will come first: logically one should
think in what to do and only after in doing it properly. Reality shows that sometimes this reasoning is not as
simple as that and that there are, sometimes, parallel rows between effectiveness and efficiency. The
intention is, somehow, to add service to low cost perspectives and, thus, being in a paradoxical world or a
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chimerical one, as it was alreaady mentioned
d in this articlee. Maybe the ooverall purpose of SCM, as it was
reccognized, is alsso chimerical. This chimera is,
i somehow, thhe unique way supply chain m
managers havee found
to create challenges or to preseent the “carrot”” to audacious organizations. And only creeative, audacioous and
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maaybe complex (in a sense off controlled ch
serrvice, or foreseee high service levels at low cost
c levels.
4) Prrocesses efficieency in the sup
pply chain is a way
w of reducinng costs;
Do
oing things rig
ght is, with so
ome controverrsy, the seconnd step to costt reduction in order to obtaain the
complex SCM ap
pproach and beeing capable of
o high service standards (andd service logiccs) at low cost levels.
ooking to this proposition itt should be co
oncluded that service becom
mes first and ccost reduction is the
Lo
folllowing row. As
A it was stateed in the previious sub-propoosition and itss discussion m
maybe there aree some
paarallel rows between effectiveeness and efficiiency.
5) Gaains in produ
uctivity can be
b achieved in
n supply chaiins throughouut cost reductiion in inputs when
co
onsidering the results obtained with the enlargement of the clientt service packkage throughoout the
efffectiveness obttained with thee outputs;
Pro
oductivity gaiins are intrinsically related
d with doing the things rright and doinng the right things
sim
multaneously. Proper effectiv
veness with ap
ppropriate effiiciency means high levels oof productivityy. High
lev
vels of producttivity are impo
ortant to better serve clients aand/or to have high service sttandards (and sservice
log
gics between companies) with
h low cost leveels and to launcch the challengge and the “carrrot” to pursue..
6) Co
ompetitive adv
vantages to orrganizations th
hat participate in supply chaains can be obbtained with a good
arrticulation and balance of the “make or buy”” dilemma;
If properly man
naged, the “maake or buy” dilemma
d
is a real weapon to gain and eenlarge collaboorative
vantages and not only ind
dividual, isolaated and forceeful competitiive advantagees. An
competitive adv
ganization focu
using on its co
ore business iss able to betteer “buy” to othher organizatioons and build proper
org
sup
pply or networrk of organizatiions contributing to an open ecosystem of ssystems or orgaanizations.

Figure 2. SCM
S
approach as a competitiv
ve advantage w
weapon (Resultt from Proposiition 2)
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7) Competitive advantages created for supply chain participants can be achieved when rightly combining
supply chain competences and resources;
Collaborative competitive advantages are the resultant consequences of core competences with threshold
resources. In this circumstance, however, or under a SCM approach, threshold resources and core
competences may be obtained by the proper combination of shared resources and common competences to
the organizations participating in supply chains or networks of organizations.
Under the perspective of a S-D logic, service is defined as the application of competences (knowledge and
skills) for the benefit of another entity (or the entity itself). Services are explored and so competences are
also explored. Or vice-versa. Additionally, the focal point of S-D logic changed, in terms of companies’
resources, from operand to operant. And within an operant logic, competences are clearly different from the
competences used and developed to manage and exchange goods between companies. The same reasoning
should be reached with a proper network approach, i.e., with a network approach adjusted to what may come
with the reality of supply chains: proper and prepared actors (and/or organizations), convenient/adjusted
activities and enriching relationships (Gadde & Håkansson, 2001).
8) Competitive advantages for supply chain participants can be achieved using properly the information that
derives from the order cycle process or other supply chain origins, like service contracts, service
specifications, among others;
Information is a key source and resource (threshold resource) that should flow within and between
companies trying to develop a supply chain approach. Information sharing, as well as proper and clear
communication, are SCM enablers and, simultaneously, key drivers for enlarging the collaboration mindset,
namely stimulating confidence between organizations. Under a service perspective and when organizations
change from an operand to operant logic competences rise to a level of criticality still not faced in
organizations. With the rise of competences, information will rise, also, to levels with unprecedented
importance.
9) Competitive advantages obtained throughout adequate service and general quality provided to customers
can be achieved with the development of strategic capacity in organizations, meaning with this the right and
unique combination of the appropriate supply chain resources and competences.
In sum, and after all, threshold common or shared resources, like pipeline or network information, and
common core competences, the ones needed for an overall service logic, will emerge in supply chain
integrated companies when one is prepared to develop collaborative strategic capacities within and between
each organization (see Figure 2).
4. Final Discussion
The future of SCM will be a consequence both from the development of knowledge areas that influence the SCM
knowledge creation – as have been shortly explored in this paper – and, in parallel, from new chapters and
idiosyncrasies (specific proposals of arrangement within and between organizations in order to obtain service at a low
cost level, integrating silos and departments internally and organizations and their value chains externally, in order to
pursue gains in effectiveness, efficiency, productivity and overall customer service) possible to obtain within the body
of knowledge created around the concept and applications of SCM, namely the service dominant logic and the network
approach, among others.
The steps forward in the creation of new bodies of knowledge in the Supply Chain area may be very important and
influential to the way one sees, analyses and manages organizations. Notwithstanding, it will be difficult to see and
expect advances that may transform an “area of areas” or a “body of bodies” of knowledge in a specific, bounded and
somehow with several stabilized components, to be clear, in a paradigmatic discipline in terms of knowledge. The
advances of other areas of knowledge will always amplify the need for change and enrich the Supply Chain
Management area and one of its main specificities, i.e., its pre-paradigmatic character.
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